
FACEBOOK ELECTION NEWS UNDER SCRUTINY 
For an increasing number of people, particularly Americans, Facebook is the primary news source. 
Earlier this year, Facebook was accused of being anti-Trump after it was alleged its human 
moderators were favouring liberal stories appearing in people's "trending stories" box. While 
denying the claim, Facebook sacked its human team, instead relying solely on an algorithm to 
determine which stories to show. As a consequence, stories which were later proved false 
appeared on the timelines of a large number of users. Fake news sites are on the rise because of 
the profits that can be made from web advertising, and untrue, but believable content is popular 
amongst these sites because it is likely to be shared. 
READ READ

Implications
Facebook is currently working on ways to combat misinformation, and both Google and Facebook 
have announced they will do more to stop fake news sites making money through advertising. 
Mark Zuckerberg has said he doesn’t want Facebook to become “arbiters of truth”. However, the 
platform has unprecedented global influence. With this influence comes great responsibility, and 
the platform needs to be accountable for the content it is distributing. 
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https://techcrunch.com/2016/11/09/rigged/
http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/world-us-canada-38039506


SAMSUNG BUYS CONNECTED CAR COMPANY 
Samsung Electronics has agreed to pay $8bn for Harman International Industries, a 
US maker of automotive electronics known for its high-end multimedia, navigation 
and visual display systems. More than 30m vehicles worldwide are equipped with 
Harman systems and the company has established relationships with BMW and 
Mercedes-Benz.
READ

Implications
If completed, the deal will boost Samsung’s push into connected technologies. 
Gartner estimate that by 2020 one in five vehicles will have some sort of wireless 
network connection. Young Sohn, Samsung Electronics' President and Chief Strategy 
Officer said in a statement, “the vehicle of tomorrow will be transformed by smart 
technology and connectivity in the same way that simple feature phones have 
become sophisticated smart devices over the past decade.”
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http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-37972109


INSTAGRAM TRIALS SHOPPABLE PHOTOS

Implications
People have long been shopping on Instagram without a formal way to buy things and this new 
technology opens up big monetization potential for Instagram, though there is a risk of creating a 
spam heavy and off-brand user experience. Could Instagram crack what others have struggled 
with? Twitter tested a “buy button” for more than a year, but the project faded and the head of e-
commerce departed, whilst Facebook has a history of discontinued e-commerce products such as 
birthday gifts and Facebook credits. 
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Instagram is testing technology that will facilitate shopping through the platform. 
About 20 US retail brands including J.Crew, Warby Parker and JackThreads are 
involved in the trial and will be able to integrate product information into their 
posts. Tapping the image reveals the items that are available for purchase. To buy, 
users will have to tap another link that leads them to the retailer’s website. READ

http://qz.com/825250/instagram-will-let-you-shop-from-j-crew-warby-parker-and-other-brands-on-its-app-see-how-it-will-work/


THE VULNERABILITY OF IoT DEVICES 
Research from ForeScout, a network security company, has shown the potential ease 
and speed of a cyberattack to connected devices. The research provided examples 
including hacking of Philips Hue smart lights to continuously flash and trigger 
epileptic fits, scheduling of lights to blink en masse causing sudden changes in 
power consumption, and irreversible turning off of lamps. READ READ

Implications
With 20 billion connected devices expected to be in use globally by 2020, cyber 

hacks are a serious concern for enterprise and residential users. Potential danger 

scenarios included spying via video cameras and microphones, extracting Wi-Fi 

credentials to carry out further attacks and accessing private company and user 

information from printers. 
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http://www.computerworld.com/article/3139860/security/researchers-hack-philips-hue-lights-via-a-drone-iot-worm-could-cause-city-blackout.html
https://www.forescout.com/wp-content/uploads/2016/10/iot-enterprise-risk-report.pdf


FACEBOOK TO SELL ADS ON TV 
This month, Facebook’s Audience Network will deliver video ads to apps that run on 

over-the-top (OTT) boxes like Apple TV and Roku. Video apps on set-top boxes 

often include advertising, but Facebook’s experiment brings the promise of more 

targeted ads. Using IP addresses, Facebook will be able to tell that the Apple TV in 

your sitting room is used by the same person — or at least the same family — that 

logs into Facebook accounts in the same location, and will use that data to deliver 

relevant ads. READ 

Implications
Facebook has stated that this is a test and is yet to determine details like ad format 
and length. However, one likely issue Facebook will have to resolve before its video 
plans can really get going is the reaction from set-top box makers, who may have 
their own ideas about how advertising will work on their hardware. 
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http://www.recode.net/2016/11/4/13512982/facebook-tv-ads-apple-tv-roku


LEGO DISTANCES ITSELF FROM THE DAILY MAIL 
The toymaker has run popular giveaway promotional campaigns in The Mail for 
many years but has now halted all spend due to concerns around brand fit. LEGO 
said it made the move after parents voiced concerns about the newspaper’s hostile 
stance on race, immigration and gender issues. READ READ

Implications
This comes amidst pressure from the campaign group Stop Funding Hate, which has 
targeted some of the UK’s biggest newspapers, including The Mail, The Sun and The 
Daily Express over their coverage of inflammatory issues such as immigration and 
race following the UK vote to leave the EU in June. A Stop Funding Hate spokesman 
has urged campaigners to also put pressure on John Lewis and the Co-op. 
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https://www.theguardian.com/media/2016/nov/12/lego-not-planning-any-future-tie-ins-with-daily-mail-after-protests
https://www.ft.com/content/08995af6-a8fe-11e6-809d-c9f98a0cf216


GOOGLE ANNOUNCES MOBILE FIRST INDEX 
Google has officially announced that they have begun experiments to start moving 
their core search index from a desktop first to mobile first index. This means that 
while the search index will continue to be a single index of websites and apps, they 
will slowly be updating parts of the search algorithm to primarily use the mobile 
version of a site’s content to rank pages. DOWNLOAD MEC's FAST TAKE

Implications
Historically, Google’s ranking algorithms have always used a desktop first approach. 
This means that it used signals from the desktop version of a site to decide where it 
should rank based on whether you were searching on a mobile or desktop device. 
When Google first started, this made perfect sense – mobile was such a small 
proportion of searches. However, over the years the amount of searches done on 
mobile devices has outpaced those on desktop. Consequently brands will need to 
prioritise their mobile websites to ensure optimum search rankings. 
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https://urldefense.proofpoint.com/v2/url?u=http-3A__mecglobal.us13.list-2Dmanage.com_track_click-3Fu-3D02914c44beda80b00a48c141f-26id-3Df1f41227e3-26e-3Dfcde45eae8&d=DgMFaQ&c=N-xPqDyeLJg5V3gLll2thA&r=fZqXlLADFv2oCVF97PmuKml_8pEzc7rVXhGwiJ-OFLA&m=buYlvCP9GFO4mscX_DBuzw8_PmyN7fI4luGWxrHGDwY&s=dNAF1i4QdA3webOOWAUrCdknrtYhn_gpkr2Q-6Sld3k&e=


ADOBE ACQUIRES VIDEO AD COMPANY 
TUBEMOGULAdobe has announced plans to acquire TubeMogul, in a deal worth $540 million. 
Founded in 2006, TubeMogul provides a programmatic platform for brands and 
agencies to plan, buy, measure and optimise their video advertising.. 
READ READ

Implications
Adobe has said in a statement that the acquisition will help it transform Adobe 
Marketing Cloud into the “first end-to-end independent advertising and data 
management solution that spans TV and digital formats,” thereby strengthening 
their strategic offering. This will bolster Adobe’s position and challenge Google’s 
global data dominance. 
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http://digiday.com/platforms/adobes-acquisition-tubemogul-ad-tech-consolidation-tipping-point/
http://venturebeat.com/2016/11/10/adobe-acquires-video-ad-tech-company-tubemogul-for-540-million/

